INSTANTANEOUS AUXILIARY RELAY

TYPE HGA

MODEL 12HGA99AC(-)

INTRODUCTION

This supplement plus GEH-1793 forms the instructions for special relay model 12HGA99AC(-).

DESCRIPTION

Special relay HGA99AC is similar to HGA11J described in the Insert Booklet except:

1. It has a shock resistant cover.
2. It has an adjustable armature gap provided by set screws on the moving contacts.
3. The Panel Drilling and Internal Connections are as shown by Figure 1 of this supplement.

Special relay HGA99AC was first made for use with Network Protectors.
NOTE: WIRE SIZE DOES NOT EXCEED 0.2" OVER INSULATION
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FIGURE 1 )0257A9638-0) OUTLINE PANEL DRILLING AND INTERNAL CONNECTIONS FOR THE HGA99AC RELAY